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Abstract—Advanced eXtensible Interface (AXI) is an open-
standard communication bus interface implemented in most com-
mercial off-the-shelf FPGA System-on-Chips (SoC) to exchange
data within the chip. Unfortunately, the AXI standard does not
mandate any mechanism to detect possible misbehavior of the
connected modules. This work shows that this lack of specification
has a relevant impact on popular implementations of the AXI
bus. In particular, it is shown how it is easily possible to inject
arbitrarily-long delays on modern FPGA system-on-chips under
the presence of misbehaving bus masters. To safely solve this
issue, this paper presents a general timing analysis to bound
the execution of periodically-invoked hardware accelerators in
nominal conditions. This timing analysis is then used to configure
a latency-free hardware module named AXI Stall Monitor
(ASM), also proposed in this paper, capable of detecting and
safely solving possible stalls during AXI bus transactions. The
ASM leaves a quantified flexibility to the hardware accelerators
when deviating from nominal conditions. The contribution is
finally supported by a set of experiments on the Zynq-7000 and
Zynq Ultrascale+ SoCs by Xilinx.

I. INTRODUCTION

System-on-chips (SoCs) that integrate Field-Programmable

Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are becoming very attractive for devel-

oping time-critical embedded systems due to their high com-

putational power, their flexibility, and the possibility to imple-

ment dedicated hardware accelerators on the FPGA available

on the same chip [1]–[3]. Just to name an example of their ca-

pabilities, they allow implementing on-board inference engines

for deep neural networks to increase the intelligence of the

system, which is particularly relevant for autonomous/assisted

driving applications and advanced robotics [4]–[8].

Nevertheless, a big problem in using such platforms in

safety-critical applications is that the interference occurring

in accessing shared resources (such as the memory subsys-

tem) may introduce unbounded and unpredictable delays in

the computational activities, preventing any form of a-priori

timing guarantee, required in such systems for certification

purposes. This is because commercial-off-the-shelf FPGA-

based SoCs are generally designed for high throughput (i.e.,

for best-effort applications), rather than for time predictability.

In these platforms, data exchange mostly occurs through

the AMBA AXI open standard. The AXI standard provides

advanced features that makes it highly flexible for different

applications, but it does not define any mechanism to supervise

the behavior of bus masters. The lack of supervision allows

hardware accelerators to behave (or misbehave) in the system

without any control. This is especially critical when hardware

accelerators are provided as specialized IP blocks developed

from external sources so that it is not possible to accurately

validate them to verify the absence of misbehavior. To further

complicate this issue, in systems using dynamic partial recon-

figuration (DPR) [9]–[11], misbehaving/malicious hardware

accelerators can more likely be programmed on the FPGA. At

last, misbehavior in the execution of hardware accelerators can

also be caused by a fault of the silicon in the FPGA area. Such

misbehaving conditions can compromise the functionality of

the entire system, up to requiring a system reset to restore a

safe condition. This leads to large recovery delays that may

not be acceptable in safety-critical applications and can harm

the quality of service in non-critical systems [12].

A. Contribution

This paper makes the following contributions:

1) It studies the impact of the delays introduced by modules

on the AXI bus. It also shows that a misbehaving device

on the FPGA fabric can easily stall the AXI bus on

modern FPGA SoC platforms for an unbounded amount

of time.

2) It presents an analysis to bound the worst-case response

time of periodic hardware (HW) tasks that share the

bus with other HW-tasks under nominal conditions (no

misbehavior).

3) It presents the AXI Stall Monitor (ASM), a minimal

hardware module to be deployed on the FPGA fabric that

allows monitoring the delays introduced by hardware

modules and shielding the system from misbehaving

HW-tasks that may stall the bus. The ASM allows for

a safe recovery after a misbehavior is detected, keeping

the rest of the system operational (i.e., no reset needed).

The ASM is easy-to-integrate, and does not introduce

any latency.

4) Leveraging the response-time analysis, it presents a

method to compute a safe bound on the maximum

amount of time that a HW-task can stall while guar-

anteeing that no task violates its timing constraints.

This method has also been implemented in a driver that

allows to automatically configure/reconfigure the ASMs

(even at runtime).



II. RELATED WORK

To adopt heterogeneous SoCs in safety-critical applications,

it is crucial to properly address timing predictability issues

related to the contention of shared resources within the chip

(e.g., bus interconnects and the memory subsystem), espe-

cially whenever the behavior of some component cannot be

trusted. In the context of multiprocessors, a lot of efforts

have been spent in improving timing predictability with hard-

ware and software mechanisms [13], [14], and in bounding

contention delays via worst-case timing analysis [15]. While

some of these research efforts also apply to heterogeneous

platforms [16], [17], new challenges have to be addressed to

achieve timing predictability on modern SoCs, especially when

hardware acceleration [18], [19] and mixed-criticality appli-

cations [20] are concerned. Concerning misbehavior during

bus transactions, most FPGA-SoC vendors are generally not

explicitly addressing timing predictability, either declaring that

no guarantee can be provided [21] or designing their solutions

under the assumption that programmable logic always behaves

accordingly to standards [22]. Some efforts have been spent

in implementing components to monitor the bus traffic and

possibly react to critical situations by just performing a system

reset. For instance, the Xilinx AXI Performance monitor [23]

allows monitoring the performance of the bus in multi-master

systems. Also, the research community proposed similar so-

lutions with enriched features to monitor the performance of

the bus [24], [25]. However, all these solutions are passive,

that is, they do not provide any mechanism to preserve the

system operation or to guarantee certain timing constraints in

the presence of misbehavior. Despite these represent valuable

proposals to monitor and profile the performance of a system,

richer solutions are required to adopt FPGA SoCs in safety-

critical systems. To the best of our records, this is the first work

that explicitly addresses timing predictability in the presence

of misbehavior during bus transactions.

III. ESSENTIAL BACKGROUND

A typical FPGA SoC architecture combines a Processing

system (PS) (generally based on one or more processors)

with a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) in a single

device. Both the subsystems access a DRAM controller in

the PS through which they can access a shared DRAM

memory. The de-facto standard interface for interconnections

is AMBA AXI [26]. In AXI, the transactions are started by a

master, which requests to read/write data from/to a slave. The

communication between the FPGA and the PS is allowed by

the PS-FPGA interface and the FPGA-PS interface.

1) Multi-Master architecture: There are conditions in

which multiple master HW-tasks share the same AXI port. In

such conditions, an AXI interconnect is in charge of arbitrat-

ing conflicting requests and routing the corresponding data.

To address the scenario in which contention is maximized,

this paper focuses on the case in which all HW-tasks share

the same AXI port in the FPGA-PS interface. Hence, the

considered architecture is composed of an arbitrary number

N of master HW-tasks HWi, each connected to a slave port

of the interconnect IAXI . The (single) master port of IAXI is

eventually connected to a slave port in the FPGA-PS interface.

IV. MOTIVATIONS

The AXI standard does not mandate any mechanism/policy

to deal with delays during data sampling. To the best of

our knowledge, it is up to the vendor that implements an

AXI-compliant bus to decide (i) whether monitoring the bus

signals to measure delays during data sampling and/or detect

misbehavior, and (ii) how to react to them. As a matter of fact,

according to the AXI standard, a module connected to the bus

is free to introduce arbitrary delays that in turn affect other

modules connected to the bus, even if they do not communicate

with each other. To further complicate this issue, if a module

does not make progress during some phase of the bus protocol,

then the AXI standard leaves room for scenarios in which the

entire system can stall for an unbounded amount of time. This

lack of specifications has a relevant impact on commercial,

AXI-compliant bus implementations, especially when used

to realize time-sensitive systems. Note that, despite some

commercial platforms implement mechanisms for isolating bus

masters (see [27], p. 366) or managing the quality-of-service

of transactions (see [27], p. 375), they unfortunately do not

provide any solution to prevent such unbounded delays.

To showcase the problem, we implemented a test-case on

two popular FPGA-based SoC, namely the Xilinx ZYNQ-7000

and ZYNQ Ultrascale+, considering the AXI SmartConnect,

i.e., the state-of-the-art AXI interconnect for Xilinx platforms.

The official documentation of the AXI SmartConnect [22] does

not explicitly declare any mechanism that allows monitoring

bus transactions and intervene whenever the bus is stalled.

Stimulated by this lack of specifications, we were able to

generate a stall with both read and write bus transactions. The

case of write transactions is discussed next. The one of read

transactions is similar and is omitted due to lack of space.

1) Stall with write transactions: The test-case is composed

of two HW-tasks implemented in the FPGA fabric, HW0

and HW1, which access the memory subsystem in the PS

through the AXI interconnect IAXI . HW0 and HW1 are

custom-developed AXI masters that work as traffic generators

programmed by the PS to issue a given number of AXI

transactions. An integrated logical analyzer (ILA) has been

deployed in the FPGA fabric to monitor the AXI channels of

both the master port (connected to the FPGA-PS interface)

and the slave ports (each connected to a hardware accelerator)

of IAXI . When activated, each HW-task issues a request for

a single write transaction. The waveform diagram in Figure 1

has been extracted from the ILA to study the bus signals during

the execution of the test-case and is described next:

1) HW0 issues an address request for a write transaction

AW0 on its master AW channel. The address request is

sampled by IAXI at the next clock cycle. Same behavior

for HW1, which issues an address request AW1.

2) HW1 starts providing the data W1 to its master W

channel, which are sampled by IAXI . Differently, HW0

does not provide the corresponding data W0 to IAXI .



Fig. 1. Bus signals recorded with the ILA for the test-case. HW0 never provides write data.

3) After a propagation delay, IAXI provides the address

requests (AW0 and AW1) on the AW channel of its

master port. The arbitration phase is won by AW0,

which is propagated before AW1. Even though the data

of AW1 have already been sampled by IAXI , following

the AXI standard specification, IAXI cannot propagate

them to the master port until the data corresponding

to AW0 are propagated. This happens because AXI

forbids the interleaving of write transactions [26]. In

other words, HW1 cannot access the W channel until

the data corresponding to AW0 are provided by HW0.

Consequently, the delay with which HW0 provides the data

directly affects all the other HW-tasks. Unfortunately, such a

delay is not monitored by the interconnect IAXI : indeed, HW0

is free to delay the data provision for an unbounded time, with

the result that the entire system stalls (as it happens in Fig. 1).

This example demonstrates that a single HW-task can inject

arbitrary delays in the system, possibly causing the violation

of the timing constraints of other HW-tasks. This is clearly a

critical issue, especially when the system integrates third-party

untrustworthy HW-tasks or is exposed to partial reconfigura-

tion (a malicious HW-task can be programmed with the end of

stalling the entire bus). Furthermore, also note that incomplete

transactions initiated by a HW-task can trigger unpredictable

behaviors in other bus components, both in the PS and in the

FPGA fabric (e.g., interconnects and buffers), hence requiring

a complete system reset to restore a safe condition.

V. ANALYTICAL SYSTEM MODEL

This section presents an analytical model of the multi-

master architecture introduced in Section III. The model is

later used in Section VI to derive a worst-case timing analysis.

A. Hardware Tasks

The system comprises a set Γ = {HW1, . . . , HWn} of

HW-tasks. Each HW-task HWi accesses a private memory

buffer in the DRAM memory and is periodically executed

every Ti ms. Each periodic instance of HWi (also referred

to as job): (i) issues NR
i ≥ 1 read transactions and NW

i ≥ 1
write transactions, both with burst size Bi; (ii) computes for

Ci clock cycles; and (iii) has a relative deadline equal to the

period Ti (that is, each job must complete before the release

of the next one). The number of outstanding transactions is set

to φi, i.e., at any time, HWi can have at most φi pending (that

is, started but not completed) read transactions and φi pending

write transactions. As long as HW-tasks behave correctly, we

assume that they never stall any AXI channel. This statement

is equivalent to the following assumptions: (i) read data are

immediately sampled by the HW-tasks when provided by the

FPGA-PS interface (i.e., no stall on the R channel); and (ii)

write data are immediately provided to the W channel when

the corresponding address request has been granted (i.e., no

stall on the W channel). These nominal conditions are used

in Section VI to compute the worst-case response times of

HW-tasks when the system behaves correctly.

B. AXI interconnect and bus times

Each HW-task is connected to a corresponding slave input

port of an AXI interconnect IAXI, which in turn has a single

master port connected to the FPGA-PS interface. The conflicts

in address requests of the same type (read or write) and issued

by different HW-tasks are managed by round-robin arbiters in

IAXI. The granularity of the round-robin arbiters is φI , that

is, each HW-task is granted to issue at most φI read requests

and φI write requests for each round-robin turn. Conversely,

since IAXI has a single master port, the traffic coming from

it and directed to the slave ports does not experience any

conflict. The AXI interconnect introduces the following delays

in the propagation of address requests and data: (i) daddr
I is the

maximum latency to traverse IAXI for an address request; (ii)

ddata
I is the maximum latency to traverse IAXI for a word of

data (read or write); and (iii) dbresp
I is the maximum latency to

traverse IAXI for a write response. These propagation delays

can be derived from the specifications of the AXI interconnect

(if available) or by means of experimental profiling.

Address and data occupation times are modeled with the

following delay terms: (i) taddr is the time occupied by the

address request; (ii) tdata is the time occupied by a single data

word; and (iii) tbresp is the time occupied by the write response.

The latter three delays are typically one clock cycle.

C. Processing System and Memory Controller

On many commercial platforms, the documentation of the

internals of the DDR physical core block (located in the PS),

which includes the memory controller, is not publicly available

or not detailed. For these reasons, a fine-grained modeling of

the DDR physical core block goes beyond the scope of this

paper and is hence not addressed here. Therefore, this paper is

based on a coarse-grained modeling by assuming that all the

DDR-related logic in the PS introduces the following latencies,

which refer to the conditions of maximum interference in

accessing the DDR memory: (i) dread
PS is the maximum latency

introduced by the PS on a read transaction. It corresponds to

the maximum time elapsed between the sample at the FPGA-

PS interface of the address read request and the availability



at the FPGA-PS interface of the first word of corresponding

data. (ii) dwrite
PS is the latency introduced by the PS on a

write transaction. It corresponds to the maximum time elapsed

between the sample at the FPGA-PS interface of the last

word of data of a write transaction and the availability of the

corresponding write response at the FPGA-PS interface.

These parameters depend on the internal structure of the

PS and can be quantified from the documentation of the SoC

platform (if available) or by means of experimental profiling.

VI. BOUNDING THE RESPONSE TIME OF HW-TASKS

This section presents a timing analysis to bound the worst-

case response time for each HW-task in the system in nominal

condition (i.e., no delay due to stall in providing/reading the

data is introduced). The worst-case response times are then

used at the end of this section to check the schedulability

of the HW-tasks, i.e., to verify whether the HW-tasks violate

their deadlines, and to configure the ASM modules such that

the schedulability is preserved even in the presence of mis-

behaving HW-tasks (Section VII). The reference architecture

for the analysis is the one described in Section III. Response

times are first bounded by studying the memory access time

of a single transaction. Subsequently, an upper bound on

the maximum number of interfering transactions is derived.

Finally, we combine all together to bound the maximum time

needed to complete a job of each HW-task.

A. Worst-case access time of a single transaction

Note that, due to the parallel channels offered by the AXI

bus, write and read transactions can be studied independently

at the stage of analysis.

1) Read Transactions: A read transaction R issued by a

HW-task under analysis HWua begins by issuing an address

read request Raddr to the AR channel of HWua’s master port,

which is sampled by IAXI. The time needed to issue an address

request is taddr. Request Raddr is then propagated through IAXI

and is sampled by the FPGA-PS interface. At this point, the PS

routes Raddr to the memory controller. The first word of data

is available at the FPGA-PS interface after at most dread
PS time

units. Now, read data cross IAXI in reverse order with respect

to Raddr, until HWua is reached. The propagation time on the

data to cross IAXI is ddata
I . Since data words are sequentially

propagated (i.e., one data word after the other, each occupying

tdata clock cycles), the propagation time ddata
I , and the latency

dread
PS are just paid once on all the data burst. It follows that

the time to propagate a data burst of size Bua words through

IAXI is equal to ddata
I +Bua · tdata. Overall, the memory access

time dRsingle for a single read transaction is given by

d
R
single = taddr + d

addr
I + d

read
PS + d

data
I +Bua · tdata. (1)

2) Write Transactions: A write transaction W issued by a

HW-task under analysis HWua begins by issuing an address

write request Waddr to the AW channel of HWua’s master port,

which is sampled by IAXI. The time for the address request

is taddr. The address request Waddr is then propagated through

IAXI, until reaching the FPGA-PS interface. The written data

Wdata are sequentially propagated with Waddr through IAXI the

very next clock cycle after the sampling of Waddr by IAXI, one

word after the other. As data can be propagated only after the

corresponding address is propagated, the overall propagation

latency introduced by IAXI on Waddr and Wdata is given by

the maximum between daddr
I and ddata

I . After traversing IAXI,

Waddr and Wdata can reach the FPGA-PS interface. In the PS,

Waddr and Wdata are then routed to the memory controller and

a write response Wresp is finally issued after at most dwrite
PS

time units. Finally, Wresp is propagated through IAXI to HWua,

experiencing a latency of dbresp
I . Recall that the data time for

each word of data is denoted by tdata and the burst size is Bua

words (see Sec. V). Overall, it follows that the memory access

time dWsingle for a single write transaction is given by

d
W
single = taddr+max(daddr

I , d
data
I )+bua ·tdata+d

write
PS +tbresp+d

bresp

I . (2)

As a final remark, it is worth noting that the bounds for read

and write transactions proposed in this section do not properly

correspond to the case in which they are served in isolation:

this is because, due to the reasons explained in Section V-C,

the model always considers in dread
PS and dwrite

PS the worst-case

latency at the memory controller, independently of the actual

transactions issued by the HW-tasks.

B. Bounding the number of interfering transactions

To bound the contention delay incurred by a HW-task

HWua (under analysis), it is required to bound the number

of transactions issued by other HW-tasks that can interfere

with those issued by HWua. We bound such a number in two

different ways. First, we bound the maximum number of trans-

actions that can interfere with a transaction issued by HWua

at the AXI interconnect: the resulting bound multiplied by the

total number of transactions issued by HWua yields a safe

contention bound for HWua. Second, we bound the number

of transactions that other HW-tasks can issue within HWua’s

period (i.e., the largest time window in which HWua can be

pending without missing its deadline). Both the bounds are

safe but incomparable, and are hence alternative approaches

that we combine to get a tighter bound. Note that the following

results hold for both read and write transactions: therefore, to

simplify the notation, we denote the number of transactions

(either read or write) issued by any HW-task HWi by just Ni

(i.e., removing the superscript).

1) First bound: Consider a HW-task under analysis HWua

that issues a single request for transaction rua. In the worst-

case scenario, the AXI interconnect IAXI grants rua at the

last turn of the round-robin arbitration, i.e., after the requests

for the transaction of the n − 1 interfering HW-tasks HWj

in the system. From the model in Section V-A, the round-

robin arbiters of IAXI grants at most φI requests for transaction

per HW-task for each round-robin cycle. However, still from

the model, each HWj can have at most φj outstanding

transactions. Hence, IAXI grants at most min(φI , φj) requests

for transactions issued by HWj for each round-robin cycle.

Overall, summing up the contribution of all the HWj , the total



number of interfering transactions granted before rua is upper

bounded by
∑

HWj∈Γ\{HWua}
min{φI , φj}. Finally, since the

latter equation holds for any transaction issued by HWua, the

total number of interfering transactions with a job of HWua

is bounded by

Y
(1)
ua =

∑

HWj∈Γ\{HWua}

min {φI , φj} ·Nua. (3)

2) Second bound: Consider a HW-task HWua (under anal-

ysis) and its corresponding period Tua, and assume all jobs

never execute after their deadlines. Without loss of generality,

suppose that a periodic instance of HWua begins at time

0. Clearly, to interfere with HWua, a job of another HW-

task HWj must be released after time −Tj , otherwise it

would be completed when HWua is released. Similarly, an

interfering job of HWj must be released before time Tua,

otherwise HWua would already be completed and hence no

contention can be generated. As a result, the time window of

interest to study the contention generated by HWj to HWua is

(−Tj , Tua] with length Tj + Tua. In this window there are at

most
⌈

Tua+Tj

Tj

⌉

jobs of HWj . As each job of HWj issues

at most Nj transactions, there are at most
⌈

Tua+Tj

Tj

⌉

· Nj

transactions that can interfere with HWua. Summing up the

contribution of all other HW-tasks 6= HWua, the maximum

total number transactions which interfere with a job of HWua

is upper bounded by

Y
(2)
ua =

∑

HWj∈Γ\{HWua}

⌈

Tua + Tj

Tj

⌉

·Nj . (4)

3) Combining the two bounds: As discussed above, the

two bounds are incomparable. Indeed, there are scenarios in

which one can provide better results than the other, and vice-

versa. For instance, the first bound would be quite pessimistic

if HWua is interfered by a HW-task issuing just a few

transactions, then it may be possible that not all HWua’s

transactions incur in contention at the AXI interconnect. On

the other hand, the first bound is very effective when the

other HW-tasks issue a lot of transactions that can overlap

with HWua’s execution, but HWua issues just a very few

transactions. To take the best of the bounds they can be

combined as follows:

Yua = min
{

Y
(1)
ua , Y

(2)
ua

}

. (5)

C. Response-time bounds

This section leverages the results of the two previous sec-

tions to compute an upper bound on the worst-case response

times of HW-tasks. It bears repeating that the bounds in

Equations (3) and (4) hold for both read and write transactions.

Therefore, to ease the presentation of the following formulas,

we denote by Y R
ua and Y W

ua the bound of Equation (5) where

Ni is replaced with NR
i and NW

i (∀HWi ∈ Γ), respectively, in

both Equations (3) and (4). The total delay incurred by a HW-

task HWua (under analysis) in performing read transactions is

given by (i) the time needed to complete its read transactions,

plus (ii) the contention delay suffered by the latter. Following

Section VI-A, the first time is bounded by NR
ua ·d

R
single, whereas

the contribution that each interfering transaction provides to

the contention delay is upper bounded by dRsingle. Hence, the

contention delay is bounded by Y R
ua ·d

R
single. Overall, it follows

that the total delay due to read transactions is bounded by

∆R
ua = (NR

ua + Y
R
ua) · d

R
single. (6)

Following the same reasoning, the total delay incurred by

HWua in performing write transactions is bounded by

∆W
ua = (NW

ua + Y
W
ua ) · d

W
single. (7)

Finally, the response time for each job of HWua is upper

bounded by
RTua = ∆R

ua + Cua +∆W
ua. (8)

A set of HW-tasks Γ is said schedulable if ∀HWua ∈ Γ,

RTua ≤ Tua. As a final note, it is important to remark that

the model presented in Section V-C considers the worst-case

latency introduced on each single transaction in the terms

dread
PS and dwrite

PS . Hence, even if read and write transactions

can experience mutual interference at the memory controller

when issued in parallel [15], the corresponding delay is

already accounted in dread
PS and dwrite

PS . Consequently, with the

respect to the modeling strategy adopted here, the worst-

case response time of HWua occurs when read transactions,

write transactions, and execution phases are serialized (i.e.,

no intra-task parallelism). This also allows obtaining a safe

response-time bound that is general enough to cope with any

possible release order and interleaving of the transactions at

the memory controller. The analysis can be applied to any set

of HW-tasks by setting the parameters of the above formulas,

which have been implemented in an analysis tool within a

driver (see next section). Sec. VIII shows how the analysis is

applied to a case study.

VII. AXI STALL MONITOR

This section presents the AXI Stall Monitor (ASM) module,

a solution developed in HDL language to monitor the behavior

of HW-tasks and intervene whenever they introduce dangerous

delays during a bus transaction. The ASM has been exported

as a standard IP module, and is hence easy to integrate in both

existing and ex-novo applications. Each ASM module defines

an AXI master interface and an AXI slave interface, and is

placed between the HW-task (or a slot in a reconfigurable

setting) to be supervised and the AXI interconnect. The ASM

also exports an interrupt signal and a control AXI slave

interface to set the ASM parameters. A sample architecture

Fig. 2. A sample architecture with three AXI Stall Monitor modules.

comprising three ASM modules is shown in Figure 2. The



ASM behavior is based on the notion of stalled clock cycle,

which occurs when at the rising edge of the clock at least

one of the following conditions happens on the AXI channels

monitored by the ASM: (i) there is at least one pending read

transaction from the monitored HW-task, signal RVALID is

high, and signal RREADY is low; (ii) there is at least one

pending write transaction from the monitored HW-task, signal

WREADY is high, and signal WVALID is low; or (iii) there

is at least one pending write transaction from the monitored

HW-task, signal BVALID is high, and signal BREADY is low.

The ASM comprises an internal counting logic to keep track

of stalled clock cycles, a monitoring logic, and a decoupling

logic. A counter is periodically replenished to a given value,

referred to as budget. Both the budget and the replenishment

period are parameters that can be configured by the PS via

memory-mapped registers. All the ASM modules share a

common period: its synchronicity is given by a common

external signal coming from the PS. Conversely, the budget

is individually configured for each ASM. The ASM works

according to two operating modes:
1) Monitor mode: The ASM is completely transparent to

both the supervised HW-task and the AXI interconnect, and

does not introduce any latency on the AXI channels. In this

mode, the ASM supervises the AXI channel and, for each

clock cycle stalled by the supervised HW-task, it decrements

of one unit the internal counter. When the counter reaches

zero (i.e., the budget is depleted), the ASM immediately

switches to the decouple mode by taking the following actions:

(i) raises an interrupt to the PS, signaling a misbehavior

condition related to the supervised HW-task; (ii) decouples

the supervised HW-task from the AXI channel (this shields

the system from any further misbehavior of the monitored

HW-task until the PS reacts to the interrupt); (iii) solves the

eventual stall on read transactions by dropping the pending

data at IAXI directed to the supervised HW-task; (iv) solves the

eventual stall on write transactions by completing the pending

transaction(s) previously-issued by the supervised HW-task

and never completed (according to the burst length of the

stalled transaction(s)). In this case, the data provided by the

ASM are dummy (the PS is notified) and the corresponding

write response(s) are dropped by the ASM. Note that, since

the memory buffers are private, a HW-task can compromise

only the status of its private buffer when misbehaving. In other

words, the misbehavior of a HW-task cannot corrupt the data

of the other HW-tasks.
2) Decouple mode: In this mode, the ASM keeps the super-

vised HW-task physically decoupled from IAXI. In decouple

mode, the periodic replenishment of the counter does not take

effect. The PS can let the ASM return to the monitor mode

by acting on its memory-mapped control registers.

The interrupt signal raised during the monitor-to-decouple

transition also acknowledges the PS that the work performed

by the HW-task is not valid — as the HW-task is decoupled

from the bus, its functional behavior is corrupted. The decision

of whether readmitting the misbehaving HW-task in the system

or not is left to the PS. Once the PS acknowledges the ASM to

return to the monitor mode, the mode switch is delayed until

the next replenishment time of the counter. Leaving the control

to the PS makes the ASM versatile for different applications.

For instance, in case a misbehavior is detected, the PS can

reconfigure the slot hosting the misbehaving HW-task with

another HW-task (possible in a reconfigurable setting), exclude

a portion of the FPGA area (e.g., if the silicon is deemed

bugged), or take other application-dependent actions.

A. Putting all together: configuring the ASM parameters

We present here a method, which leverages the analysis

in section VI, to configure the ASM parameters (period and

budgets) such that (i) the schedulability of all the HW-tasks

is preserved, i.e., deadlines cannot be missed due to stalled

clock cycles, and (ii) leave some flexibility to the HW-tasks

such that they are free to introduce a quantifiable delay in pro-

viding/reading data during transactions. Differently from fixed

timers to monitor stalls, this approach allows intervening only

when a stall can effectively harm the timing constraints of the

HW-tasks. To begin, we note that the delay related to stalled

clock cycles can directly affect the worst-case response times

of HW-tasks. Indeed, it can both increase the contention delay

(when an interfering HW-task introduces some stalling) and

the duration of the transactions of a HW-task under analysis.

The HW-task with the shortest slack Smin, i.e., spare clock

cycles between its worst-case response time and its deadline,

is the one that can tolerate the shortest delay before harming

the system schedulability. Hence, to preserve schedulability,

the total delay due to stalled clock cycles must be lower

than Smin = minHWi∈Γ{Ti −RTi}. Furthermore, it is worth

observing that the impact of such a delay on worst-case

response times is dependent on the replenishment period of the

ASMs, i.e., fixing a budget, the shorter the period, the more

stalled clock cycles can be generated without triggering the

decouple mode. To control the impact of the ASMs on worst-

case response times, we set the ASM period T to the maximum

period among all HW-tasks, i.e., T = maxHWi∈Γ(Ti). In this

way, we are sure that, in the worst-case, at most one budget

replenishment event e overlaps with the period of each HW-

task. Consequently, a HW-task monitored by an ASM that is

configured with a budget β can generate at most 2β stalled

clock cycles within the period of another HW-task under

analysis (β cycles before e and other β cycles afterwards).

Let βi be the budget of the ASM that protects HW-task

HWi and let HWua be the (or one of the) HW-task(s)

with the shortest slack Smin. In the worst-case, all HW-

tasks can introduce the largest delays due to stalling while

HWua is pending, which corresponds to their ASM budgets.

Therefore, the system schedulability is preserved as long as
∑

HWi∈Γ
2βi ≤ Smin. This implies that any ASM budget

configuration that satisfies the following inequality is safe:
∑

HWi∈Γ

βi ≤ ⌊Smin/2⌋ .

The designer is free to assign the individual budget of each

ASM in an arbitrarily manner as long as the above inequality



Fig. 3. Bus signals recorded with the ILA to show the behavior of the ASM on a write transaction.

is satisfied. The configuration of the ASM parameters can also

be automatically managed via its driver (running in PS), which

computes them by means of the results of Section VI. This also

allows an easy reconfiguration of the ASMs when some HW-

task changes its configuration (e.g., issue more transactions or

change period) or is replaced due to partial reconfiguration.

B. The ASM in action

The test-case discussed in Section IV has been extended by

introducing an ASM module for each HW-task (analogously

as illustrated in Figure 2, with N = 2). Here, the two HW-

tasks HW0 and HW1 are monitored by two ASM modules

ASM0 and ASM1, respectively. The same experimental set-

ting described in Section IV has been used to record the AXI

signals with the ILA and the configuration in which HW0

never provides data has been tested again. The resulting bus

signals are illustrated in Figure 3, which is explained next:

1) HW0 issues an address request for a write transaction

AW0 on its master AW channel. Same behavior for

HW1, which issues an address request AW1.

2) AW0 and AW1 pass through ASM0 and ASM1, respec-

tively, without any latency and are sampled by IAXI.

3) HW1 starts providing the data W1 to its master W

channel, which are propagated through ASM1 (with

no latency) and sampled by IAXI. Differently, HW0

does not provide the corresponding data W0 to ASM0.

Hence, ASM0 starts counting the stalled clock cycles

introduced by HW0.

4) After a propagation delay, IAXI provides AW0 and AW1

to its master port, which are then sampled at the AXI

slave port in the FPGA-PS interface. The arbitration

phase is won by AW0, which is propagated before AW1.

5) HW0 exhausted the budget of ASM0. Therefore,

ASM0 switches to decouple mode and takes the control

of the bus. ASM0 starts providing the W0 (dummy) data

to correctly end the pending write transaction, bringing

back the system to a safe condition. HW0 is now

decoupled from the bus until the PS sets the ASM0

to switch back to monitor mode.

6) W0 data are provided by IAXI to its master port W

channel. Data are sampled by the slave port in the

FPGA-PS interface.

7) The stall on the bus is resolved. The data W1 can finally

be provided by IAXI to its master port (W channel). Data

are hence sampled by the slave port in the FPGA-PS

interface.

8) The write response for AW0 reaches the master port of

IAXI and is propagated to ASM0. Since the transaction

has been aborted, it is dropped by ASM0 (i.e., it is not

propagated to HW0, which is decoupled from the bus).

9) The write response for AW1 reaches the master port of

IAXI and is propagated to HW1, completing the write

transaction (no latency introduced by the ASM).

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experiments are focused on a case study in which

temporal guarantees must be provided. The target platforms

are two common off-the-shelf FPGA SoC: the Xilinx Zynq-

7000 (Z-7020) and the Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ (ZU9EG).

Since the results on the two SoC are comparable, due to lack of

space we just report the data from the ZYNQ-7000 platform.

A. Experimental setup

The experimental architecture is composed of three com-

mon hardware accelerators IP from the Xilinx IP library:

the AXI Fast Fourier Transform (HWFFT) [28], the AXI

Direct Memory Access (HWDMA) [29], and the AXI Finite

Implulse Response filter (HWFIR) [30]. These hardware ac-

celerators are the considered HW-tasks for this experiment.

The three HW-tasks are monitored by ASM modules named

ASMFFT, ASMDMA and ASMFIR, respectively. The HW-tasks

are connected to a Xilinx AXI SmartConnect [22] (IAXI),

which provides them the access to the PS. The architecture

corresponds to the one reported in Figure 2, with N = 3.

Each HW-task is managed by a periodic software (SW) task

(SWFFT, SWDMA, and SWFIR, respectively), running in the

PS, on top of the FreeRTOS operating system. Each SW-task

is in charge of configuring the corresponding HW-task and

activating it (i.e., triggering a job).

The experimental architecture is completed with a Xilinx

System Integrated Logic Analyzer (ILA) [31], which is used to

profile: (i) the propagation latency of the AXI SmartConnect

(ii) dread
PS and dwrite

PS (due to the lack of detailed information

about the DDR Controller in the documentation [32] [27]);

and (iii) the parameters φ and C (that depend on intrinsic

properties of the Xilinx IPs). Table I reports the configuration

of the HW-tasks for the experiments.1 Note that parameters

NR, NW , and φ are quantified in number of transactions,

1HWFFT transforms four data windows of 64KB each. Hence, CFFT is
obtained by profiling the per-window execution time and multiplying it by
four. CDMA and CFIR have been quantified by profiling the largest time needed
by HWDMA and HWFIR to perform the computation required by one memory
transaction and then multiplying it by the number of per-job transactions.



TABLE I
CONFIGURATION OF THE HW-TASKS

NR NW C φ B T

HWFFT 4096 4096 4 · 201 6 16 50

HWDMA 256 256 256 · 101 6 16 20

HWFIR 8192 8192 8192 · 103 6 16 30

parameters C and B in clock cycles, and parameters T in

milliseconds. Table II reports the profiled value of φI and

the maximum propagation latency measured on the platform.

Finally, table III reports the resource consumption of an ASM

module IP on the two platforms considered in this work,

compared against the total amount of available resources.

TABLE II
PROFILED VALUE FOR AXI SMARTCONNECT AND PS.

φI daddr
I

ddata
I

d
bresp

I
dread
PS

dwrite
PS

1 12 9 9 50 40

B. Finding the ASM overall budget and period

This section describes the steps performed by the driver to

configure the ASM parameters by leveraging the analysis in

Section VI and the considerations made in Section VII-A. By

Equation (5), the maximum number of interfering transactions

for each HW-task are Y R
FFT = 5120, Y W

FFT = 5120, Y R
DMA =

512, Y W
DMA = 512, Y R

FIR = 8960, and Y W
FIR = 8960. Hence,

according to Section VI, the upper bound on the response time

of each HW-task are RTFFT = 12.6ms, RTDMA = 1.3ms, and

RTFIR = 24.2ms. Since RTFFT < TFFT, RTDMA < TDMA, and

RTFIR < TFIR, the set of HW-tasks is deemed schedulable.

Now, according to Section VII, the safe overall stall budget is

equal to the minimum between the slacks SFFT/2, SDMA/2,

and SFIR/2, and hence equal to 17.4/2 = 8.7ms. The

replenishment period of the ASMs is the maximum period

of the HW-tasks in the system, i.e., 50ms.

C. Spreading the ASM overall budget

Two strategies for assigning the ASM budgets were tested:

(a) linearly spreading the overall stall budget as a function

of the HW-tasks’ periods (the higher the HW-task period, the

higher the assigned ASM budget) and (b) spreading the overall

budget according to the criticality of the HW-tasks, giving 90%

of the overall budget to HWDMA (here assumed to be the most

critical) while linearly splitting the remaining 10% between

HWFFT and HWFIR, according to the length of their period.

The experiments have been conducted at first in nominal

conditions, i.e., all the HW-tasks well-behave and the ASM

modules are turned off (experiment (i)). Then, keeping the

ASMs off, HWDMA is made misbehaving (experiment (ii)). In

this condition, HWDMA issues requests for write transactions

and never provides the corresponding data. Subsequently, the

ASM modules are switched on and the case in which all

the HW-tasks in the system well-behave (experiment (iii))

and the case in which HWDMA misbehaves (experiment (iv))

are tested. The results are reported in Figures 4(a) and 4(b),

TABLE III
RESOURCE UTILIZATION OF AN ASM.

SoC
Resources

LUT FF BRAM/DSP

Z-7020 185/53200 (0.35%) 203/106400 (0.19%) 0

ZU9EG 183/274080 (0.07%) 203/548160 (0.04%) 0

respectively, also compared against the theoretical bounds

derived in Section VIII-B (note that the y-axis is in log scale).

In experiment (ii), as expected (see Section IV), the misbehav-

ior of HWDMA stall the entire system, letting all the other HW-

tasks experiencing an unbounded delay in the response time.

Similarly, in experiment (iv), HWDMA misbehaves and thus

does not complete its execution. Hence, no data are reported

in Figure 4 for exp. (ii) and for HWDMA in exp. (iv).

The measured response times in experiments (i) and (iii) for

all the HW-tasks are equivalent. This confirms that the ASMs

do not introduce latency. In experiment (iv), the misbehavior

of HWDMA increases the response times of both HWFFT and

HWFIR. The measured response times in experiment (iv) for

both HWFFT and HWFIR are larger in Figure 4(b) than in

Figure 4(a). This is because in configuration (b) HWDMA

disposes of a larger stall budget and hence is free to delay

the bus for more time with respect to configuration (a).

However, in both the configurations, thanks to ASMDMA,

the schedulability of HWFFT and HWFIR is not endangered:

indeed, they can both complete within their corresponding

deadlines, regardless of the HWDMA’s misbehavior.
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Fig. 4. Maximum measured response times.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

Modern FPGA-based SoCs rely on the AXI open standard,

which has been conceived under the assumption that all the

modules connected to the bus behave correctly. This paper

showed how this assumption can lead to unpredictable delays

or even to starvation. To address this issue, a timing analysis is

proposed to bound the worst-case response time of HW-tasks.

The analysis is then implemented in a driver that configures the

AXI Stall Monitor (ASM) modules to control delays during

bus transactions while preserving the system schedulability.

Experimental results demonstrated the practical applicability

and the effectiveness of the ASM on real platforms.
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